
- You will be notified if the Radiation Safety Section (RSS) determines that you no longer require dosimetry.

- Other additional charges such as late and lost and express shipments will come on a separate statement.

- Please review the billing information and contact info (below) for accuracy. 

-

-

$7.50 per person per quarter
$5.00 per dosimeter $15.00 per dosimeter $4.00 per package

Notify the EHS office of any changes or corrections, including MoCode, fiscal contact, departmental contact and address. 

For changes please contact Crystal Thoma at 882-0617 or e-mail childersc@missouri.edu

 A fee of $3.50 will be charged for each new dosimeter added to a dosimeter group. This fee covers shipping and 
handling of the new dosimeters outside of the normal production and delivery cycle. 

Dosimetry Charges

Notes:

USE

LATE

LOST

  Dosimetry not returned to EHS within 15 days of the end of the wear period will be charged the LATE fee. The beginning 
of the wear period is printed on the back of your dosimeter. As an example, a quarterly badge with the date '01-01-22' 

must be returned by April 15, 2022, to avoid the late fee.

Dosimetry not returned to EHS within 75 days of the end of the wear period will be charged the LOST fee. The beginning 
of the wear period is printed on the back of your dosimeter. As an example, a quarterly badge with the date '01-01-22' 

must be returned by June 15, 2022, to avoid the lost fee.

SHIPPING

This charge is a flat rate and is assessed monthly or quarterly, depending on dosimeter frequency. It is applied to each 
package of dosimeters that you receive. As an example, if you have monthly dosimeters, you will be charged $4 per 

month for each badge account that you have. Quarterly accounts will be charged $12 per quarter for each badge account.

  This charge is a flat rate and is assessed monthly for monthly dosimeters and quarterly for quarterly dosimeters. The 
charge is $2.50 per participant per month (for monthly dosimeters) or $7.50 per participant per quarter (for quarterly 

dosimeters), regardless of how many dosimeters an individual uses. If a person has dosimeters in multiple subaccounts, 
the fee will be assessed for each subaccount.

USE LATE LOST SHIPPING
$2.50 per person per month
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